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6

Abstract7

In the recent years growth in usage of Erasure codes for fault tolerance is been observed. The8

growth in distributed storage solutions is the root cause of this growth. Multiple research is9

been carried out to propose the optimal fault tolerance solution for distributed storage10

solutions. However the recent storage solutions have shown a migration towards to the cloud11

based storage solutions. The growth of cloud computing and the benefits to the customer is12

the core of this migrations. Thus the applications managing the storage solutions have also13

updated with the demand. Hence the recent researches are driven by the demand of optimal14

fault tolerance solutions. Here in this work we propose an optimal erasure code based fault15

tolerance solution specific for cloud storage solutions. The work is been considered for16

commercial cloud based storage solution. The final outcome of this work is improvement on17

Bit Error Rate for the proposed Novel Erasure Coding based on Reed Solomon Fault18

Tolerance for Cloud based service.19

20

Index terms— erasure, raid, raid 4, raid 5, array code, reed â??” solomon code, azure, amazon s3.21

1 INTRODUCTION22

Author ? : Senior System Architect, USA, Research Scholar, Department of CSE, ANU, India. e-mail:23
ramprakash.kota@gmail.com Author ? : Director, Sri Prakash College of Engineering (SPCE), Tuni, India.24
e-mail: dr.amjanshaik@gmail.com loss. The type of failure can be not having control on getting disk sectors25
corrupted or the entire disk is becoming unusable. The storage services have some self-protecting mechanism26
as extra-corrective information that can detect changing of few bits from the original data and can still retrieve27
the originally stored data. However there are situations when multiple bits change unexpectedly, then the self-28
protecting mechanism detects that as hardware failure and storage devices become un-usable. This situations29
lead to loss of data [1] [2].30

To handle these types of anomalies, the storage systems depend on Erasure codes. The Erasure code deploys31
the mechanism of assured redundancy to overcome the failures. The most generalized way of implementing this32
mechanism is replication of data over multiple locations. The most popular and simplest is Redundant Array of33
Independent Disks or RAID. In that the most basic version of these implementations is RAID -1, where every34
data byte is stored in at least two parallel disks. This way the failure may not lead to loss of data as long as35
a replicated copy of the data is available. This mechanism is easy to achieve, however this leads to many other36
overhead factors like cost of storage. The storage cost should be at least double than the actual cost. Moreover37
in any case if both the storage device fails then the complete solution becomes unusable.38

In the other hand, there are more complex solutions under Erasure methodologies such as wellknown Reed-39
Solomon codes. Reed-Solomon code can overcome high level failures with little less extra storage. These codes40
provide high level of failure tolerance with reduced cost [3].41

In communication systems the Erasure coding is similar to Error Correcting Codes or ECC. Here the42
Erasure coding solves the similar types of problems but addresses very different types of problems. In massage43
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6 C) ARRAY CODES

communication, the error is caused by changing bits of the data. Here is the different lie between Erasure and44
message communication as the location of the changing bits is unknown. Hence application of Erasure is restricted45
??3] [11] [12].46

The rest of the work is organized such that in Section II we discuss the fault tolerance mechanisms for Non47
-Cloud but distributed storage systems, in Section he tremendous growth in cloud storage services and the fact48
that is has reached to a point where loss of data due to failure is expected. The real challenge is thrown to the49
designer of the storage solutions for cloud services to protect the data loss during failure. The core technology50
behind protecting data during loss is Erasure coding. Previous works demonstrates the use of Erasure coding for51
the last two decades. However the true understanding of Erasure and effective use of Erasure Coding is never52
been discussed based on different cloud service provider.53

Thus this leads to confusion in solution designer and developer community. Hence in this work we focus on54
fundamental understanding of Erasure Coding, Comparisons and analysis of Erasure performances on multiple55
cloud storage service providers [1].56

The storage systems on cloud came a long way in terms of capacity and latency time improvement. All the57
storage hardware types are commonly failing to protect data during failures and unable to restrict data T III we58
realise the Reed Solomon Fault Tolerance mechanism, in Section IV we propose the Novel Erasure Coding based59
on Reed Solomon Fault Tolerance for Cloud Based Storage, in Section V discuss the Erasure Coding mechanisms60
for Cloud Storage Service Providers, in Section VI we produce the results obtained for the proposed scheme and61
in Section VII we conclude.62

2 II. FAULT TOLERANCE MECHANISMS FOR NON -63

CLOUD DISTRIBUTED STORAGE64

The standard fault tolerance mechanism depends on the erasure codes [4]. The basic mechanism can be65
understood if we assume a collection of n disks are partitioned into k disks. Hence there will be m disks66
which will hold the coding information as1 r n i i m n k < = = ? ? ?.Eq 167

Where r denotes number of k multiple of disks The basic interpretation of the erasure codes can be understood68
as each disk must hold a z bit word to represent the customer data. If we denote them with d then the total set69
of codes for k number of disks are considered as1 2 3 , , .... k z z z z ?.Eq 270

Also we consider the codes stored on each every m disk with c, and then the total representation is considered71
as1 2 3 , , .... k c c c c ?.Eq 372

The coding and the customer data should a linear combination and can be represented as 0 1,0 0 1, 1 1 1 2,073
0 2, 1 1 ,0 0 ,1 1 ( )k k k k m m m k k c a z a z c a z a z c a z a z ? ? ? ? ? ? = + + = + + = + + ?.Eq 474

The coefficients ”a” are also z bit words. Encoding, therefore, Simply requires multiplying and adding words,75
and decoding involves solving a set of linear equations with Gaussian elimination or matrix inversion.76

Furthermore, we understand the most popular coding techniques here.77

3 a) RAID-4 and RAID-578

The RAID -4 and RAID -5 [5] are the simplest form of the erasure codes explained in this work earlier. RAID79
-4 and RAID -5 differs from the basic framework as it employs different arrangements of data replication.80

The RAID is a modification to MDS code where m=1 and z=1. The basic coding depends on a bit noted as81
p, where0 1 1 .. k p z z z ? = ? ? ? ?.Eq 582

In case of any bit changing, the XOR code will identify it for the surviving code.83

4 b) Linux RAID-684

The Linux system RAID -6 [6] [9] is considered as additional support to RAID -4 and RAID -5 as it uses an85
alternative disk under the framework. This framework proposes an alternation to the MDS as considering the86
code to be stored in two disks as m=2. Hence the formulation is too simple by using an XOR code:1 2 1 287

...88

5 2( ) ... 2 ( )89

k k k p z z z q z z z = ? ? ? = ? ? ? ?.Eq 690
Here the codes called p and q will be stored on alternative disks to ensure the Erasure code to protect the91

data loss.92

6 c) Array Codes93

The framework is called Array code as it is implemented using r X n array of customer data. In this framework the94
customer data will be stored with the arrangements as Figure -1. The array code with the following parameters:95
k=4, m=2 (RAID-6), n = k+m = 6, r=4, z=1.96
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7 d) Non-MDS Codes97

The Non-MDS codes do not allow replication of m storage devices to achieve optimal fault tolerance. The98
replication of storage devices containing the code is higher than the other frameworks. However the efficiency99
provided by the Non-MDS codes compared to other frameworks in terms of performance is high.100

Hence we compare all the types of code frameworks here.101

8 III. UNDERSTANDING REED-SOLOMON ERASURE102

The most important factor that makes Reed-Solomon framework to implement is the simplicity. Here in this103
work we consider the scenario to compare the performance of Reed -Solomon and Proposed Encoding technique104
[7] [8].105

We consider there will be K storage devices each hold n bytes of data such that, Where D is the collection of106
storage devices Also there will be L storage devices each hold n bytes of check sum data such that,1 2 3 , , .... L107
C C C C C = ? ?Eq 8108

Where C is the collection of Checksum devices The checksum devices will hold the calculated values from each109
respective data storage devices.110

The goal is to restore the values if any device from the C collection fails using the non -failed devices.111
The Reed -Solomon deploys a function G in order to calculate the checksum for every device in C. Here for112

this study we understand the example of the calculation with the values as K = 8 and L = 2 for the devices C 1113
and C 2 with G 1 and G 2 respectively.114

The core functionalities of Reed -Solomon is to break the collection of storage devices in number of words.115
Here in this example we understand the each number of words is of u bits randomly. Hence the words in each116
device can be assumed as v, where v is defined as8 1 (117

). . bits word v nbytes byte u Bits? ? ? ? = ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Eq 9118
Furthermore, v is defined as8n V u = ?Eq10119
Henceforth, we understand the formulation for checksum for each storage device as .( , , ... )i i k C W D D D120

D = ?Eq 11121
Where the coding function W is defined to operate on each word After the detail understanding of the Erasure122

fault tolerance scheme, we have identified the limitations of the applicability to the cloud storage services and123
propose the novel scheme for fault tolerance in this work in the next section.124

9 IV. PROPOSED NOVEL FAULT TOLERANCE SCHEME125

With the understanding of the limitations of existing erasure codes to be applied on the cloud based storage126
systems as the complex calculations with erasure codes will reduce the performance of availability measures127
significantly. Thus we make an attempt to reduce the calculation complexities with simple mathematical128
operations in the standard erasure scheme.129

The checksum for storage devices are considered as C i from the Eq 11. We propose the enhancement as the130
following formulation for checksum calculation:1 2 3 12 3131

.( , , ... ) ( ... )i i k i k C W D D D D W D D D D = = ? ? ? ?Eq 12132
Here the XOR operation being the standard mathematical operation most suitable for logical circuits used in133

all standard hardware makes it faster to be calculated.134
Also we redefine the function to be applied on each word for the storage devices D as following:1,1 1, ,1 , . . .135

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L K K L K X L w w W w w ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? = ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?Eq 13136
The proposed matrix will be stored on one of the devices and will be recalculated only once. As the modified137

checksum formulation is an XOR operation, thus which will automatically notify in case of any change.138
The comparative simulations is also performed in this work and the enhancement in the performance is also139

been exhibited.140

10 V. ERASURE CODING MECHANISMS FOR CLOUD141

STORAGE SERVICE PROVIDERS142

As the most noted fault tolerance framework is the Erasure codes, hence we understand the application of Erasure143
codes on various cloud storage service providers [10].144

11 a) Erasure on Microsoft Windows Azure145

Microsoft Windows Azure employs a Local Reconstruction Code or LRC to be implemented using Reed -Solomon146
Code. The LRC is shorter code, which is robust and portable to implement and store. Here we understand the147
application framework in detail:148

We assume there are 6 data segments and 3 parity segments. Here the 3 parity segments are computed from149
6 data segments stored in distinguished 9 disks. During failure any segment can be used for reconstruction. As150
the data and code is distributed over 9 segments, hence all the 9 segments need to be used for reconstruction.151
Azure define the cost of reconstruction is equal to number of data segments required for reconstruction. Hence152
in this case the total reconstruction cost is 6. However the main purpose of LRC is to reduce the reconstruction153
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15 RESULTS

cost by calculating some of the codes from the local data segments. Hence to follow the same logic we have now154
4 parity codes. Two of the parity codes are generated from all the data segments and should be kept globally. In155
the other hand the remaining two parity codes are computed from each storage data segment groups and should156
be kept locally [Figure ??2].157

12 Figure 2 : LRC Computation158

Here the construction of LRC adds an additional parity code into the Reed -Solomon code. Hence it may appear159
as addition load on the computation, however this computation does not execute during the conventional tractions160
of data.161

13 b) Erasure on Amazon S3162

The basic implantation of fault tolerance of Amazon Simple Storage Service or S3 depends on the RAID163
framework. However rather than depending only on the storage providers, Amazon also recommends to employ164
application based fault tolerance mechanism. Hence this frame work should be considered as RAID -Application165
based framework. This is very much similar to Service Oriented Architecture or SOA model for RAID.166

The fault tolerance mechanism for Amazon S3 has three major components in the framework [Figure ??3]:167

14 c) Erasure on Google File Systems168

The File System in Google employs an essential high load data processing and storage solutions on public storage169
systems. The most crucial recovery factor relies on the Google’s specific algorithms using constant monitoring,170
replication management, automatic and chunk recovery.171

Hence we understand that most of the cloud service providers use Erasure codes for their storage solutions172
with modifications leading to service and cost benefits.173

VI.174

15 RESULTS175

The proposed fault tolerance scheme is been simulated and tested against the basic erasure fault tolerance scheme176
with the signal to noise ratio with Bit Error rate.177

The first simulation results is the basic erasure fault tolerance code shows the bit error rate for each signal to178
noise ranging from o to 15 decibel. The simulation results is also been generated using MATLAB simulation to179
observe the improvement 1 2

1

Figure 1: Figure 1 :
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Figure 2: Figure 3 :

4

Figure 3: Figure 4 :
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15 RESULTS

I

Signal to Noise Ration Bit Error Rate
0 Decibel 0.3645 %
1 Decibel 0.3362 %
2 Decibel 0.3037 %
3 Decibel 0.2674 %
4 Decibel 0.2280 %
5 Decibel 0.1868 %
6 Decibel 0.1458 %
7 Decibel 0.1070 %
8 Decibel 0.0728 %
9 Decibel 0.0452 %
10 Decibel 0.0250 %
11 Decibel 0.0120 %
12 Decibel 0.0049 %
13 Decibel 0.0016 %
14 Decibel 0.0004 %
15 Decibel 0.0001 %

[Note: The second simulation results in the proposed erasure based fault tolerance scheme [Table:II] shows the bit
error rate for each signal to noise ranging from o to 15 decibel.]

Figure 4: Table I :

II

Signal to Noise Ration Bit Error Rate
0 Decibel 0.17310 %
1 Decibel 0.16220 %
2 Decibel 0.14940 %
3 Decibel 0.13490 %
4 Decibel 0.11850 %
5 Decibel 0.10060 %
6 Decibel 0.08160 %
7 Decibel 0.06210 %
8 Decibel 0.04290 %
9 Decibel 0.02530 %
10 Decibel 0.01190 %
11 Decibel 0.00410 %
12 Decibel 0.00100 %
13 Decibel 0.00010 %
14 Decibel 0.00000 %
15 Decibel 0.00000 %

Figure 5: Table II :
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I

Basic Erasure Proposed Improvemen
Scheme Scheme t Percentage
Bit Error Rate Bit Error Rate
(%) (%)
0.3645 0.17310 47.5 %
0.3362 0.16220 48.2 %
0.3037 0.14940 49.2 %
0.2674 0.13490 50.4 %
0.2280 0.11850 52.0 %
0.1868 0.10060 53.9 %
0.1458 0.08160 56.0 %
0.1070 0.06210 58.0 %
0.0728 0.04290 58.9 %
0.0452 0.02530 56.0 %
0.0250 0.01190 47.6 %
0.0120 0.00410 34.2 %
0.0049 0.00100 20.4 %
0.0016 0.00010 6.3 %
0.0004 0.00000 100.0 %
0.0001 0.00000 100.0 %

Figure 6: Table I :
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